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Abstract. Errors are pointed out in analyses by Hall and Williamson and by
Weiss of extinction in powders. Formulae are proposed giving a first-order
correction for the reduction of reflecting power of small spherical crystals due to
primary and secondary extinction. Neither formula accounts adequately for
differences between observed and calculated intensities in Hall and Williamson's
measurements on copper and aluminium.
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1.

INrnoDUCTroN

f r is nowadays possible to make precise measurements of the x-ray diffracting
I pow"r of powders quite readily with the counter spectrometer. The observed
I diffracted intensity may, however, be influenced considerably by factors
the texture of the powder specimen. One such. factor is
rxtinction, and recent papers (Hall and Williamson 1951, Weiss 1952) have
.dependent upon

.attempted to examine quantitatively its effect on the powder diffraction patterns
of certain metals. In such studies it is necessary to consider how far the classical
Darwin formulae are valid for the small particles which make up the powder
specimen. It is also essential to ensure that these formulae are applied correctly.
Hall and Williamson make errors in their analysis which largely invalidate the
conclusions they draw. Weiss, too, makes errors, requiring his conclusions to
be modified.
In both cases the errors principally concern the variation with diffraction angle
of extinction losses. An attempt will here be made to state the correct formulae
for this variation, applicable to the case when crystal-monochromatized radiation
is used.

2. PrurvreRY ExrrNcrroN
Consider first primary extinction. If the value of the integrated reflection,
in the absence of extinction, is denoted by p and the experimentally observed
value by p', the well known Darwin correction for primary extinction is
p'lp:(tanhmq)lm{, where m is the number of planes occurring in regular
$

succession and g is the amplitude reflected by a single plane, of spacing d,

,: (#n) N Fd^xporarization

factor,

F is the structure amplitude of the plane and N is the number of unit cells per
unit volume. It is convenient to denote the polarization factor by K where K is

'KQ
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Figl l. Hall and Williamson's experimental / values for aluminium with extinction
correction curves' (a) Darwin primary; (6) Darwin secondaryl (c)
Hall aid
Williamson's incorrect secondaryl (d) E[stein primary.
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2' Hall and williamson's experimental/ values for copper with extinction
correction
(a) Darwin p-lrary; (D) Darwin .""ona"ii--t"i rru[
and wiliamson,s
il-T,*: . secondary;
rncorrect
(d) Ekstein primary.
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(6) Darwin secondary
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(c) Hall and Williamson's incorrect secondary
1d) Ekstein primary
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In figs. 1 and 2, HalI and Williamson's experimental values of f"a"lf for both
aluminium and copper, suitably scaled, have been fitted to these curves. In
fig. 1 crosses represent Hall and Williamson's results quoted on p.942 and circles
those on p.949.
The curves would undergo no significant modification if the monochromator
were perfect. In the case of the quartz 1011 reflection and CuKq" radiation, as
used by Hall and Williamson , 2q. :26.7" , and substitution of I cos 2a I in place
of cosz 2q can cause a reduction of not more than l$o/o in the polarization factor
in the correction term. This occurs at 20
=54" and 126" . The greatest possible
reduction in the polarization factor occurs rvith 2a:64o and 20:49" or 131",
and then amounts to 5o/o. However, the value of.fon, derived from the observed
integrated reflection depends upon the perfection of the monochromator through
the factor (l + coszZu cos220)l(1* cosz 2a). Under Hall and Williamson's experimental conditions substitution of I cos 2a I in place of cosz 2a in this expression
increases foa, at the most by 2.60/o, the greatest increase being in the region
20:90"'; as the fit of.frb"lf with all the extinction-correction curves is thereby
worsened it may reasonably be concluded that their monochromator was effectively
imperfect.
Though the difference between the Darwin secondary and Ekstein primary
corrections is not large within the angular range under observation, it is greater
than that suggested by Weiss. The scatter of the observations is considerable
and there is no clear indication which fit is best, that for Ekstein primary being
perhaps better than that for Darwin secondary. The values of D in both cases
are reasonable; itis to be noted with what small crystallite sizes primary extinction
may become appreciable. Hall and Williamson state that the particle sizes
were 50p for aluminium and 2p. f.or copper. The values of g derived on this
basis are possible for aluminium but unlikely for copper. On balance, the
evidence favours primary extinction in both cases, thus reversing the conclusions
of Hall and Williamson.
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